
Wasted Land 
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I told him 

Only winter here 

Me the night watcher of the doomsday 

My eyes my only light 

I walk alone in the earth - diving bell 

Going down with the universe dying of heat death 

In the dream flowers fly to the lake bed 

Asteroid touches my face gently 

I am facing this empty space 

Pondering you 

I’m no longer the sum of human relationships 

But another universe, or the unspeakable 

At times there’s some silhouette beside me 

At the moment of the mechanical whistle 

Visit my memory 

When I am asleep 

I live on the opposite side of my own life 

Machinery to live better for me 

We are all human and mechanical 

Precisely as identical twins 
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What are you looking at? 

There is nothing here

Your heart is a flashing stone 

Anthropocene bursts up shrunken flowers 

In the depression of the civilized world 

What are you detecting with your antenna overhead? 

Writing on the machine 

But it has to be handed over to humans to read 

Everything that is digitized will disappear 

Just as your genes are drifting with the wind 

Dance, play and wander around 

In this earthly void 
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His face faded 

As if a Mars was lit and burned out 

He hasn't been online for a long time 

But still often appears in my dreams - grassland 

He walks alone in the empty streets 

And is like a ghost 

The unfinished building grows gray flowers 

Whose graffiti are those? 

Sunken in the relics of the online world 

Dispersed everywhere yet connected together 

The cloud is still floating 

But only on the web 
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Rusty industrial facilities covered with heavy snow 

Same as sinful people 

The horizon no longer visible

It has evolved into another form of its own

The sky no longer dream blue 

Yet as deep as the night 

But the night sky should have had a candle 

So this night must have been covered

Whose eyes fled home? 

Then the man no longer sees the darkness 

The sea - the sea is making a sound of the whirl 

Writing traces into your heart 

Mountain flowers are blooming 

But there are no more bees 

Who has lent the face of whom 

And suspends it in a dry and wrinkled body 

Night boat floats in the universe 

Quiet darkness and gentleness 

Forward-- 

Until it falls apart 




